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ABOUT US
Along with our journey in fashion business since 2001, some 
residual materials – or commonly known as Perca – was
produced . These remaining materials are selected and 
sorted based on the type of fabric, color, strength, which will 
be upcycled and reused for creating more products.

In 2010, some of our customers requested for custom-made 
home décor products by highlighting Patchwork technique 
while using Perca as the main material. The satisfaction on 
the result was high and it was excited to see how our
customers are happy with this product.

Through those experiences, we are now dive into the home 
décor products specifically for dining rooms, such as runners, 
cushions, wall décor, playmats, etc.

We are also committed to providing designs that inspire and 
also meet our clients’ unique style and practical needs. 



OBJECTIVE
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AIM

Bringing a new color in the creative niche of home décor by 
using Patchwork techniques and become a leading company 
locally and abroad.

• Creating more choices of products for home decorating  
 through the Patchwork technique

• Providing opportunities for low-educated labor to have  
 expertise.

• Distributing CRS to poor villages of the workers by
 providing assistance to the families and their
 surroundings during holidays.

• Working with good attitudes and strong determination  
 to bring satisfaction and comfort to all customers.
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MARKET
SEGMENT
Families, especially women with interests in house décor 
and care about sustainability.
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Team
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Our
Product

Runner
Table
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Color full cotton series

CUSHION

0606
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Leaf double cotton

PLAYMAT

Leaf double brown cotton

BLANKET



WALL DECOR
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Leaf cotton on glass
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